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EXECUTIVE NOTES

PETE BOYER, AMY WRIGHT, TODD BARNES
"Proposalanche!"

In a "normal" year, with a "normal" procurement cycle, 
we can, typically, expect to see an uptick in the overall 
volume of opportunities being released around this 
time of the year. Understanding that the Federal 
Government operates on an October 1- September 30 
fiscal year, agency acquisition officials and program 
leads make every effort to spend their remaining 
budgets in a "use-it-or-lose-it" budgetary model that 
has generally worked well - the vociferous 
protestations from a great many congressional budget 
hawks over the years, notwithstanding. 

That said, 2017, as we've come to learn, is most 
assuredly, not a "normal" year in the federal IT 
services marketplace, and all the usual assumptions 
about the order and timing of RFP and RFQ releases 
have been tossed out the proverbial window. An 
unofficial freeze that coincided with the advent of the 
new administation and budget cutting directives it 
summarily issued, has now, with mere months to go 
before the end of the fiscal year arrives, been followed 
by a rapid thaw. This has agencies furiously issuing 
the pent-up proposal backlog and services providers, 
like us, scrambling to participate on as many of these 
opportunities and avoid being buried by the onslaught. 
IN keeping with the climatic theme above, we'll refer to 
this phenonmenon as "proposalanche!" (just go with it, 
we're on a roll!). 

Admittedly, the word "proposalanche" is not officially 
recognized by Merriam-Wesbsters (or any other 
reputable guardian of the English language, for that 
matter- not yet, anyway), but if you were to see just 
how many opportunities we are responding to at the 
present, you might agree that it very well should be. 
Allow us to share just a partial sample below: USDA (3 
procurements), HHS (2 procurements), HRSA, FDIC, 
Intel Agency, Army, Navy, Air Force, DoD.... Trust us - 
it's a lot, and, while our proposal team is awesome, 
they only have so much time in the day to handle the 
volume of proposals that we are seeing. 

So, right about now, you might be asking yourself: 
What, exactly, does all that activity have to do with 
me? If you are happily ensconced on a project team 
and have little interest in moving, you might be 

forgiven for raising that question. Our primary job here at 
headquarters, though, is to continually strive to grow the 
company - both in size and reach, expand the breadth of 
corporate capabilities and, in doing so, greatly increase 
the number of interesting opportunities we can provide 
you, our consultants. In addition, you might have a unique 
skill or expertise that we can leverage to help respond to 
our proposals. This can be in the form of reviewing 
proposals, helping to write a section of a proposal or being 
interviewed by a technical writer who can help translate 
what your experience is into our proposal response. We 
call this the Proposal Team Assistance Program or, PTAP 
for short. 

The Macro PTAP is set up to allow us to have a virtual 
proposal response team that can help supplement our 
existing BD/Capture Team and the external proposal 
support that we periodically bring in to handle peak 
demand. Over the next week or so, you will receive a 
survey asking for information on your skills and expertise 
and your willingness to support proposals, on an as 
needed basis. Please take 5 to 10 minutes to fill out the 
survey. Once we have the information, we will build a 
database that we will use when proposal expertise is 
needed. 

The next step will be to provide proposal skills training to 
those who are interested to ensure that everyone in PTAP 
is comfortable with and understands the government 
procurement process. One important note, your first 
responsibility is to our clients and the excellent work you 
are currently providing and we will never sacrifice delivery 
excellence to support proposals. So... if you are interested 
in being part of this "super" exciting process please for the 
survey and also contact your project manager, or Benae 
Francis in the corporate office. Your help is much 
appreciated! 

Again, this is a unique period in both the Federal 
marketplace and Macro's growth cycle. This perfect storm 
(or "proposalanche") is both exciting and, a bit scary. 
However, this is a great opportunity for Macro to make 
some significant steps forward and win some new and 
interesting projects. As always, we appreciate the hard 
work and dedication that each of you provide our clients 
everyday. 



STRATEGIC INITIATIVES 
TODD HAGER

Blockchain: Buzzword du jour?

Though Macro is not currently doing billable client work 
in or pursuing opportunities focused on blockchain, I 
think it is important to understand the concept because 
things are moving fast in this area within the federal 
government and our clients are beginning to ask 
questions that we need to be comfortable answering (or 
knowing where to find the answer). 

A blockchain is a distributed database that is used to 
maintain a continuously growing (and unchangeable) 
list of records called blocks. Each block contains a 
timestamp and a link to the previous block managed on 
a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a 
protocol for validating new blocks. Blockchain 
technology emerged in the zeitgeist with Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrencies as a publicly accessible, 
trustless ledger for processing secure transactions. 

Think of it like a digital ledger of transactions that 
cannot be altered because they are encrypted and it 
would be nearly impossible to change all the replicated 
sites at the same time.

Why you need to care

Replacing "blockchain" with "digital leader" helps 
illustrate its potential use cases well beyond the 
obvious (and initial) application in finance. Blockchain 
can provide clear provenance and transfer or assets 
and ownership registries (deeds, jewelry, possessions, 
etc.); personal identification, identify attributes and 
attestations (health records, birth/marriage/death 
certificates, etc.); supply chain transfer chains (food 
products, machinery, weaponry, etc.); and contract 
administration (contract identification, vendor awards, 
vendor payments, etc.) among many other use cases. It 
represents a cheaper, more secure, publicly auditable 
means of tracking, all three areas of which 
governments have been constantly challenged. 

What we ARE doing today

I chair the ACT-IAC Emerging Technology (ET) 
Community of Interest (COI) and we justed launched a 
"Blockchain Working Group" with the charter to provide 
a "Roadmap to Implementation" on behalf of our project 
sponsor, GSA. In addition, we will be hosting a half day 
forum in September dedicated to blockchain with focus 
on specific government use cases. Please ping me if 
you are interested in participating in the ACT-IAC ET 
COI or specifically the Blockchain Working Group.

FINANCE
PATRICK REARDON

As you may already be aware by now, Devon gave 
birth to her second son on Saturday, June 17th. This 
was two weeks earlier than anticipated, and as such, 
she has started her maternity leave and will not be 
back full-time with Macro until October. During this 
time, KGRF, will be handling the majority of the 
Controller responsibilities, but if you have questions 
or issues please reach out to Patrick Reardon 
(preardon@macrosolutions.com) or Toby Payne 
(tpayne@macrosolutions.com). 

In July, the team will be working on finalizing 
notification alerts from Unanet, which you may have 
already to see with regards to timesheets. The team 
will also be training Project Managers on in-depth 
reports centered around project financial status, 
resource planning, and comparisons of actuals, 
budgets and plans. This training will come as part of 
not only the Financial Handbook, which is still in the 
development phase, but also as part of the Unanet 
Project Management Financial Handbook. If there 
are questions prior to the training or development of 
these handbooks, please reach out to Patrick 
Reardon. 

If you have Unanet specific questions or issues, 
please email unanet@macrosolutions.com. 



QUALITY & STAFF 
DEVELOPMENT

BENAE FRANCIS 

CONSULTANT CARE
SUE DISILVESTRE

Shaily Roberts has taken a leave of absence and will 
be relocating to Singapore in late summer due to her 
husband accepting a new position. Meanwhile, Benae 
Francis, will be taking over the role at Macro 
Solutions, assisted by Beth Davis, Joe Savukas and 
Sue DiSilvestre.

Our commitment to each of you is to become even 
more focused on employee engagement. 

We want our relationship with each of you to be based 
on trust, integrity, and two-way communication. 
Employee engagement is about understanding one's 
role in our organization, and being engaged to make 
contributions to the overall success of Macro 
Solutions. 

Employee engagement is about having a clear 
understanding of Macro Solutions goals and 
objectives, how as an organization we are challenged 
to fulfill them, and each of you being given a voice in 
the journey, offering ideas and expressing views that 
are taken into consideration as decisions are made 
wherever possible. 

Employee engagement is about being included fully 
as a member of the team, focused on clearly 
communicated goals, being trusted and empowered, 
receiving regular and constructive feedback, 
supposed in developing new skills, and being thanked 
and recognized for achievements. 

We want to ensure that our actions are consistent with 
our values, with clear evidence of trust and fairness 
based on mutual respect, where two-way promises 
and commitments - between employer and 
employees- are understood and fulfilled. It is about 
kept promises, or an explanation as to why they 
cannot be kept. 

We want to draw on one another's knowledge and 
ideas to improve services, and to be innovative about 
the services we provide. 

As an employer, we want employees to feel pride and 
loyalty in the work that they do, being great advocates 
of Macro to clients, and going the extra mile to 
complete assignments. Being part of the team means 
that each of us brings a positive attitude to work, with 
behaviors that lead to improved customer 
relationships and improved business outcomes, in a 
way that they trigger and reinforce one another. 

Our engagement with each of you is measurable, and 

monitored continuously in a weekly meeting with the 
Executive Leadership to ensure that each member of the 
Macro team is reached out to on a regular basis, and 
that performance evaluations are delivered on time. 

We look forward to having the opportunity to engage with 
each of you over the coming weeks, and wish you a safe 
and happy summer!

OVERVIEW OF MEASUREMENT - Measurement in 
quality improvement allows a Quality Improvement (QI) 
team to demonstrate current performance (or baseline), 
set goals for future performance, and monitor the effects 
of changes as they are made. Successful measurement 
is a cornerstone of successful improvement. How do you 
know if the changes you are making are leading to 
improvement? Measurement. 

EFFECTIVE MEASUREMENT IN QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT - In order to recognize when we have 
achieved our goals, it is important to define what our "better" 
state looks like, and measure to know if the changes we 
make result in the improvements we seek. The best 
approach is through the measurement of indicators and 
performance measures. 

Being brainstorming change ideas and associated 
measurements by asking the following questions: 

• What are the current outcomes?
• What outcomes are desired?
• What are the processes and activities that have an 

impact on the outcomes? 



• How are these processes performing?
• Are the processes stable and reliable?
• What will the impact of one process change be on 

the outcomes?
• What will the impact be on other parts of the system, 

if one process is changed? 

All of these questions require a comprehensive 
understanding of the system or how the various processes 
work together to achieve the desired outcomes. The key is to 
pick the right measures, so that the interventions may be put 
into place accordingly, and as a result, put less strain on 
resources and more focus on the desired outcome.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
PAUL CHANDLER

There is an expression that is quite popular in the 
Government Contracting arena: when it rains it pours! 
Since the last writing of the Macro Minute, the flood 
gates of targeted opportunities have opened wide, 
and many people across Macro Solutions - from our 
executive and others at Macro headquarters to a large 
number of people who work at client sites - are hard at 
work supporting a wide variety of proposal efforts. 

Macro Solutions submitted a total of five "Requests for 
Proposals" (RFP) or "Request for Information" (RFI) 
responses to government requirements in June, 

including a prime contract RFP in support of the Defense Intelligence Agency's human resources activity, a revised 
task order response and prime contract opportunity at the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and a RFI 
response to a business operations group within the Defense Intelligence Agency. In addition to the three prime 
contract opportunities referenced above, Macro Solutions was a major contributor to two subcontract efforts, 
including a financial systems operations & maintenance project at the Food & Drug Administration and a large 
Information Technology (IT) services procurement in support of one of the General Services Administration's largest 
operating units. 

In parallel with the proposal efforts reference above, Macro Solutions is currently working on five other RFP 
responses - both prime and subcontract opportunities - that will be submitted to the government in early-to-mid July 
2017. As of the date of this writing, June 20th, Macro is currently "in process" on one prime contract opportunity, a 
Woman - Owned Small Business software development project in support of a major operating division of the 
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS); and we are supporting four additional proposals for subcontract 
opportunities supporting the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, the U.S. Department of Agriculture's National Finance 
Center, and Naval Sea Systems Command in Washington, D.C. Last but not least, if the government holds to its 
current timeline then a major Army financial systems modernization project that Macro Solutions has been working 
on for several months will finally come to fruition on June 30th. This Army project, a major prime contract opportunity 
that crosses several of Macro's primary technical areas and spans multiple geographic locations, will ensure that our 
pace of bid and proposals-related activity will remain high through the end of July. 

As if all of the above activity isn't enough, Macro's Business Development (BD) team has been actively attending 
"Industry Day" meetings and other marketing events, speaking directly to government customers and learning about 
future requirements. For example, in the final two weeks of June, Macro attended an Army Industry Day at which the 
customer discussed an innovative procurement known as the Army Training Information System; an Industry Day at 
which the Securities & Exchange Commission discussed a forthcoming multiple-award enterprise applications 
development, operations, and maintenance procurement that is akin to Macro Solutions’ ITAS-II project at FDIC; a 
General Services Administration event during which the Government announced a near-term Shared Services 
project; and a HHS-sponsored small business outreach event in Towson, Maryland, among other external events. 
Participation in these events is critical to providing visibility into future opportunities, not to mention making Macro 
Solutions a known player in the IT services arena.

Finally, Macro’s BD team grew by one this past month, as we on-boarded our first-ever BD intern. Hailing from 
Pittsford, New York, Thomas Clark is a rising senior at the University of Maryland at College Park. Thomas studies 
at the Robert H. Smith School of Business, where he is on track to secure a B.S. in Operations Management & 
Business Analytics as well as a B.S. in Marketing. Thomas is an accomplished student, having been named to the 
Dean’s list several times during his college career, and he has been helping the BD team with lots of research on 
known government requirements, pre-work associated with various procurements that are in Macro Solutions’ BD 
pipeline, and other projects, as needed. Please feel free to stop by and say hello to Thomas on the 2nd floor of 
Macro headquarters the next time you’re in the office!
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